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"What?!" The black crocodile king twisted his head to look at Lin Hao, he was now fighting with

the Iron Wings T30?Shan grasping the ground land closed whisk Yi?00, that is an emperor level
expert!

Just when he was shocked, Lin Hao had already accelerated at full speed, fierce
fist, with a black breath with purple qi blast, the next moment, the terrifying pressure shake
collapse space, emitting a burst of sad sound, make people's scalp numb, heart bolt.

"No!" Black Crocodile King roared, he immediately bestialized, his huge body
instantly enlarged, carrying any of the body tendons, due to this rapid bestialization, resulting in
cells did not have time to occur in the correct derivation, such a brute force pull, the entire body
was pulled to spill bright red blood, pain spread to every nerve vein, the Black Crocodile King
was in pain, but his face was still deeply awe-inspiring.

This wave of attack by the King of China is too fierce, he is a bit
overwhelmed ......

"We can't let the Black Crocodile King die! Vampire King, according to the
method of defeating this Chinese King last time, let's make a wave in the same way, his strength
is not stable today, and once the Black Crocodile King dies, the situation will be quite unstable!
Vampire King, no matter what method you use, you can't let the Black Crocodile King die!" Steel
Wings T3000 roared, he saw Lin Hao suddenly shift his attack and how fast he was, he was
passively defending and was already being beaten by Lin Hao, now Lin Hao's shift made it hard
for him to adjust his attack, so he could only watch as Lin Hao lashed out at the Black Crocodile
King!



Originally saw the black crocodile king ready to live, the vampire king
incomparably annoyed, but after hearing the words of the steel wings T3000, look struggling,
but still a vicious, the whole red body became huge, the pair of wings, really really before the

steel wings wounded Lin Hao, ruthlessly swung down, in an instant, endless sea of red kill, to Lin
Hao's back chopped, of course, he also knew that Just such a momentum of the attack, certainly
can not have any effect on Lin Hao.

Only to see him gently twist his arm, a wing claw was twisted off, the bloody
picture is extremely bloody. And this is not the bloodiest picture, next the vampire king put that
claw in his mouth.

The next moment, only to see the vampire king's blood-red body swell again, his
strength directly enhanced!

Giant Eagle King was once again horrified, the sudden awakening of the King of
China, the endlessly terrifying power, and once again enhanced, so that the jaws of him! However,
at this moment, they realized that the Vampire King had only just performed his own

dismemberment! In other words, his strength, will be enhanced again, then is not there a royal
level strength?

Pope Peter was situated on the sidelines, carefully watching the changes in the
field, his strength is unquestionable, above this earth, is the absolute emperor, but he is now on the

sidelines, and did not mean to strike!

Even now Lin Hao face sneak attack, he did not mean to make a move, what is he
thinking?



Pope Peter looked at the vampire king again enhanced, this is something he
expected, after all, before the vampire king fought with him, although it was a fight to the death,
but in front of him there are still two deadly fighters, he only needs to be in the back of the cast
to perform a must-kill technique on, the real close physical combat entanglement do not need

him ......

Looking at the infinitely close to the pope strength of the vampire king, Pope Peter
also just a cold smile, looking at the field, as well as looking out of the field, he felt a strong
person coming from afar, that strong person is incomparably powerful, but he is not afraid, but he
still need to be careful, so he chose to strike, because he is waiting for this stronger opponent!

Chapter 1362

The revival of Lin Hao, the King of China, gave him immense pleasure, this was the most, most,
most happy thing for him in this thousand years, the King of China had an accident once, so this
time, no matter what, he would not let any accident happen to the King of China!

It was as if he saw the mouth of the world, the incomparably powerful entrance,
beckoning to him!

"Still want to use this ridiculous trick once more?" Lin Hao turned around and

sneered, his speed didn't slow down, it even got faster!

"Seeking death!" The vampire king's face was cold, he used the vampire race's
powerful dismemberment secret technique, and this Chinese king directly ignored it, damn
Chinese!



"You are simply arrogant!" The Vampire King gritted his teeth viciously, his speed
accelerated once again, directly catching up to Lin Hao's trail!

Black Crocodile King is still in the middle of the escape, but Lin Hao's terrifying
pressure makes his speed very slow, and he fled in a panic, has lost the best escape route, if he
went towards the Vampire King and the Iron Wings T3000 side, terror Lin Hao really can not do
anything to him, but now well, Lin Hao looked at the isolated back trembling Black Crocodile

King, like seeing a lamb to the slaughter!

Seeing Lin Hao is about to kill the black crocodile king, the vampire king is
furious, "I let you see, the vampire family's terror!" I vampire king eyes scarlet red, full of sunken
black, killing intent heavy shame is also covering his face!

Lin Hao's ignorance, let him disgrace several times, again and again by Lin Hao

despise, this for him the second strongest man in Western Europe, is the most shameful event, he
can not stand!

The pair of blood-red wings came towards Lin Hao to kill him, Lin Hao only
glanced slightly, and the Black Crocodile King breathed a sigh of relief after seeing this scene!

"Bang!"

A loud bang in the sky, an endless monstrous explosion shook his ears, and the

vampire king flew backwards tens of meters.



This huge sound made the chase up the steel wings T3000 is also a look of

surprise, he can not imagine the vampire king strength is so close to the T4000 level, this is a
very big surprise, of course, before hiding in the clouds they also saw the vampire king outbreak

of T4000 level strength, but unfortunately that is only a blow, and that blow has numerous

limitations, such as let the current senior biochemicals all bleeding, but now the senior

biochemicals have no blood to flow, because the pope drained them all!

To be honest, he as a technologically superpower, facing such an anti-science
operation, is really feel unable to accept, if not see with their own eyes, is really unimaginable!

The vampire king's arms were trembling violently, and the two huge wings were
like shaking sieves, vibrating at a rather fast frequency ......

The black crocodile king is also a happy, hurriedly fled to the side of the steel

wings T3000.

Just a slight fling is all collaborative efforts of Lin Hao, revealing a morose cold
smile, he looked? The black crocodile king who is still fleeing, the corners of his mouth
contemptuous, killing intent: "I said I would let you go?"

Don't pass the vampire king, Lin Hao's sudden speed exceeded all previous

outbursts, and Pope Peter's eyes opened in shock!

"No!"



The Black Vampire King looked at a black shadow in front of him, and then a fist
with obliterating killing intent came crashing down on his chest, fiercely blasting down!

A huge crinkle of the heart, and then the next moment violently collapsed, he felt
intense pain, suffocating pain, and then it was a tightening of the gaze, direct death!
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The Black Crocodile King is dead!

Western Europe's top four strongest people just died, under the super strong
Vampire King and the Iron Wings T3000 rescue, or dead! The strength of the Chinese King Lin
Hao, in the end, how terrifying, countless people slightly for the scalp, the senior biochemicals
following the Black Crocodile King looked up at the sky dome, under the rain of blood, is
countless broken body flesh foam plus internal organs, and their despair!

Their king was dead!

The terrifying king is dead!

It was killed by a Chinese!



Lin Hao shook off his right hand, and there was still a scarlet beating heart on the
fist of his left hand.

The vampire king looked at Lin Hao with a fierce face, an expression of hating to
die Lin Hao directly, he really could not bear it. At this time, the vampire king once again looked
at the Chinese king Lin Hao, and to be sincere, he still felt in a trance, an incomparable trance, this
Chinese weakling who started out as a high-level biochemist, could now dominate the frontal

battlefield, and countless people were amazed by it.

He gulped and looked at the Iron Wings T3000, which is comparable to a Pope
level expert, and has even surpassed the Pope level expert, because! Peter Pope under the peak
state, but also with the help of countless senior biochemicals blood gas power, he has resisted
three times, now he is the only one he can rely on ......

Of course at this moment he no longer want to go how to win this battle between
the king and the pope, but thinking, how to survive ......

Lin Hao overbearingly decapitated the black crocodile king.

Countless rain of blood, that domineering as well as, uplifting all the Toulouse ZF
officials, they are excited, shouting Chinese king ISGOD. one as Lin Hao's believers, that look up
to Lin Hao ......

After they saw the steel wings T3000 bravely confront the Pope, the heart directly
cooled a large part of the war, that this war, they are slowly going downhill, but the death and
resurrection of Lin Hao, with the endless flame of anger as well as monstrous strength, which is
their a beam of light ......



After killing the black crocodile king, Lin Hao to lie on the water floating Jun Wu

Ren, he did not own good luck, with Mohammad Kato pack, but just floating on the water, next
to the swimming fish around him, but none of them dare to go up to bite him, even mayflies do
not dare to approach him, this is the king's majesty!

Jun Wu Regrets, is another martial arts pride of China, is not a random mole can

offend?

"Brother Jun, what you did not do, I did for you! Of course this is all my own

business!" Lin Hao spoke indifferently, the killing intent at the corner of his mouth was so strong
that it was like the cold wind of the deep northern winter, so biting!

Lin Hao went on to say, "But! Things are not over." Speaking of that, Lin Hao
looked fiercely at Pope Peter. Pope Peter also looked up at Lin Hao, the two looked at each other,
their eyes are a hidden soft, no one knows what is hidden in the depths of the other's eyes, Lin Hao
looked at him to ask him what is going on with Shen Xiyan, Pope Peter looked at Lin Hao, hidden
is trying to ask Lin Hao whether he perceives the existence of the mouth of the world ......

The two each have not the same mind, but did not? Shan serving Xi Di Xi Di

picking up the ground? directly opened his mouth to ask.

Lin Hao gaze moved to the vampire king, white bear king black crocodile king

solved, then the next is this vampire king, he induced blackened Lin Hao became obsessed with

aggravation, ignoring the existence of Shen Xiyan, which is Lin Hao absolutely not allowed to

exist! And such a picture appears, is Lin Hao self can not accept, is also difficult to redeem the

picture, if this picture is seen by Shen Xiyan, he does not know how he should explain to Shen

Xiyan!



Chapter 1364

At that moment, he all thoughts, but also know, Shen Xiyan in his heart is how important!

And now Pope Peter control Shen Xiyan another incomparably important
information, Lin Hao no matter how want to know, what is this message ......

The Vampire King slowly approached the Steel Wing T3000, he ignored the Steel
Wing T3000's anger. Because at this time, it was safest for the two of them to stand together, the
speed that Lin Hao had just exploded out, simply surpassed his perception of a king-level
powerhouse ......

"King of China, things have come to this, already dead White Bear King and Black

Crocodile King, your anger has almost eliminated most of it, how about we sit down and talk.
This M powerhouse, he is not unwilling to talk, and the M treatment means more advanced, if
there you are willing to bow down to them, they will certainly treat your wife more perfect!" The
vampire king looked at the killing intent filled eyes of Lin Hao, make the last words, he really
some fear, he faced the pope Peter also had such fear, but such fear was eliminated by the steel

wings T3000, but after Lin Hao broke out, he panicked ......

Bend over and submit? Lin Hao laughed, "Haha." Lin Hao laughed very loudly.

On the side, the Iron Wings T3000 also lit up when they heard this statement,
because once Lin Hao was on their side after that, then Pope Peter was the fish under their anvil,
and they said that three people could definitely kill Pope Peter ......



Steel Wings T3000 said excitedly, he is looking down on the Chinese, think the
Chinese people across the ocean are a group of inferior Eastern sick man, he has never used the

right eyes to look at any of them, but does not mean that he is also for the strongest dueling
ignore ......

"King of China, join us. We have the absolute modern technology, with your
physical quality, you can definitely create a super strong person more powerful than now!
Moreover, we are a group of the world's highest honor beyond the limits of humanity, we are the
strongest people in the world! You joining us is definitely the greatest honor of your life." The Iron
Wing T3000 issued an invitation.

The vampire king's eyes widened, and he was determined to enter the mechanical
army of M, because with his current physical qualities if he underwent transformation, he would
be one of the strongest in the world! Pope Peter in his eyes, will also be a stinky fish, but the other
side did not send him an invitation, which makes him feel very sorry, but also think that this is
afraid that the other side of the secret, for any outsiders will not agree to it ......

After all, he all the dojo in Western Europe will be offered to them, but they did

not agree to join their own! You can imagine, that inside is not ordinary people can enter, no, is
except their native strong, any kingdom can not enter! This is what they thought only before ......

But now, he sent? ZeroLuWuServe zeroServePakShan? Now, not ...... he actually
invited a Chinese they most despised to join them, which makes the vampire king is ashamed and
annoyed, but at the same time, this is not lost is the best and most perfect at the moment to

resolve the current battle situation ......

Looking at the high and mighty appearance of theWings of Steel, Lin Hao laughed,
thinking that he was a very comical person.



He said.

"I joined you guys is the greatest honor of this life? Haha, really funny! You're not
even a match for Pope Peter, so how can you say that you're the strongest in the world? What

super strong people want is freedom and liberty, and you bunch of cyborgs? In addition to the

high seas can be arrogant, other places dare to step into at will? You are this level, dare to enter the
bear country? Not afraid to be treated as a T4000 level by the nuclear bombing? And I can't talk
with yesterday's strength, you let me join you? Do you also want me to become the waste of your

group so piggy bank? Really ridiculous!" Lin Hao sneered and said, that disdainful expression, let
the vampire king incomparable shame, he wanted, in Lin Hao's eyes is only a piggy bank like

existence!
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Hearing the Iron Wings T3000 solicitation, Boris and other people's hearts were in their throats!
That is the M solicitation, the world except for the bear will be disdainful of them, there are only
a few countries left unfriendly to the M, other countries, but the M as a holy land exists, and the

M itself will never recruit their ancient outside the strong, after all, the ancient Chinese saying: not
my race, their hearts will be different. Although they can not say such beautiful rich meaningful

words, but the meaning of this, certainly also show the best ......

But after hearing Lin Hao's words, they all breathed a sigh of relief, today's Lin
Hao's every word and deed is enough to mobilize their big changes, this is the terror of the
strong!

After hearing Lin Hao's words, Pope Peter also smiled, an expression that was
expected, after all, his Lin Hao, has stepped into the ranks of the real global strongman!



After this stop, the world's strongest, eyes will be gathered to his body, but well,
the secret of the sinister level in this, only? Ai Yi Di Zha Shao Wu Shan Zero? He knows it.

Looking at Lin Hao, it was like seeing the mouth of the world slowly approaching

him.

"You!" Steel Wings T3000 has not yet had time to anger, the vampire king angry
face red, if he did not think that a person is not Lin Hao's opponent, I am afraid that he has already

made the whole body strength, directly crushed Lin Hao ......

"King of China! This is the gift of M. How can you be so demeaning to the Holy

Lord's gift, aren't you afraid of the Holy Lord's punishment, right? That is the world's true top
power, although you are now advanced to the ranks of world-class power, but don't forget, you
have only just advanced, and there is still a big difference between you and the true power! If you
really anger them, they are able to gently slap you to death with a single palm! I advise you to
think carefully before you say such big words, or you will not know how you will die!" The
vampire king was close to roaring, and his appearance when talking about the Holy Lord was like
a pilgrimage.

But who would have thought that he, the vampire king, had lived for a thousand

years and abandoned his Lord to be someone else's faithful and loyal dog. And he is still the

second strongest person in Western Europe, no one knows, what exactly is his mentality ......

"That kind of pigsty, do not go! Rather, you like it so much, why don't you go to
be a dog for the other side?" Lin Hao sneered, while the whole body power slowly gathered, he
does not have much time to fight here, the speed of a terrifying rapid advance over in the distance,
let him tell himself that he can not delay any longer, or else when the time comes, all the troubles
come together, he may be somewhat difficult to solve ......



Lin Hao's words made the vampire king a shock choke, he is trying to go, but the
other side does not want ah!

"You!"

"King of China, this is a gift given to you by the holy lord, even if you don't go,
how dare you insult the holy lord like this, really damn!" The Iron Wings T3000 was furious, but
at the same time they knew that Lin Hao must be their antagonistic existence!

Lin Hao will not join them, the regeneration heart is hidden by the steel wing
T3000 do not know where, and but look at his surprise, that means the regeneration heart is very
useful to them, once you join them, the regeneration heart will be at their mercy, this is the
situation Lin Hao never want to see!

The purpose of coming to Western Europe and going through the ordeal was the
Regeneration Heart. If the other side asked him to give up the Regeneration Heart, how could Lin

Hao accept it!

Chapter 1366

Looking at the Iron Wings T3000 that violently stirred the iron wings, Lin Hao's whole body
shook, killing intent scattered, the terrifying pressure, so that the vampire king are to retreat, if not
the Iron Wings stood by his side, he was afraid to avoid its edge!



The conversation is not good? Dye steak zero zero ground west zero? Then we

will see the real thing!

Hurricane rolling, the sky above has two behemoths in anger, rain and blood, the
wind and clouds throbbing.

Black clouds rolled in, red blood mist wrapped around that one huge bat, he was
not hiding, reverting to his true bat's true form. This body is his greatest card, thousands of years
of heritage, nearly a thousand years of growth, his strength is infinitely close to or even beyond the
general pope level power, only walking the world of the pope level power is very few, and every

pope level power is extremely terrifying existence, are not the general pope level power, after all,
become a pope, become a grand master, that are the heavenly congregation of wonders, any of the
heavenly congregation The strength of the genius to step into the middle of the Grand Master is

not weak!

The end of the era, every inch of growth, is a huge heritage plus a thousand years

of chance to create, the more you get to the back, the more terrifying the strength!

"I can't imagine that there are still hidden means, vampire king, really you bunch
of stinking bats are so annoying! If you had used such powerful means earlier, the White Bear

King and the Black Crocodile King would have died! Damned stinkbats! If you were more sincere,
the Holy Lord would have recruited you to join us!" SteelWings T3000 was simply furious to see
the Vampire King getting stronger again, this damned thing, he had been playing tricks before,
not revealing his bottom card, causing him to lose two dead soldiers around him, making his
chances of survival greatly reduced!

In the face of the censure of the Iron Wings, the vampire king did not have much
anger. After all, this is his strongest card, if it is casually revealed, take him will not become any



person casually pinch the soft persimmon, he wants to join the M mechanical legion, but does not
mean that is to let himself forever kneel in front of them!

The difference between desire and reality is still there! He is not really stupid!

"Well, right now is not the time to discuss right or wrong, kill him first!" The huge
bat mouth spat out, the hideous face, with a frightening look as well as a strong killing intent, like
a killer among black, eyes deadly staring at Lin Hao, I have to say, at this moment the vampire
king is very confident.

"Humph!" Steel Wings lightly grunted, which was issued in displeasure at the

Vampire King's command, but did not proceed to censure, but to kill Lin Hao, the Vampire King
have cast their own bottom card, he naturally also need to use his own bottom card!

Any hint of hope, he will not give up!

Lin Hao's recovery made him happy, because Lin Hao did not die, then it would
also say that in the next time inside, China still has the Grand Master strength experts sitting, will
be a relatively safe state, China's martial arts community will not be full of foreign curmudgeons

invasion.

"I will take revenge for us." Lin Hao said, finished slamming the water, the whole
person shot up, the next moment, the whole room shocked up!

Lin Hao revived, and the strength has increased a lot!



"King of China, I knew you wouldn't let me down! But the heart of regeneration
was taken away by this mechanical man, sorry, I did not organize them to take away the heart of

regeneration, their mechanical strength, too powerful ......" Pope Peter was surprised, because Lin
Hao is his chance to go to the mouth of the world, I thought this opportunity has been broken, I
never thought that this Chinese king not broken, today's strength, vaguely has made him feel,
much more powerful than himself!
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Looking at the Iron Wings T3000 in front of him, his eyes were filled with horror. Pope Peter
looked at his congregation, the means of absorbing their power slowly put down, and heart in a

bottom card, and did not play it!

In Western Europe, he is the absolute king!

Even if the T4000 arrived, he was not afraid!

Only to cast that move cost too much, so he chose not to cast it out ......

Lin Hao's face, which was already covered with anger, the next moment, the
anger released, the horrible black breath is gone, all is a purple rhythm of the East, the sky dome
collapsed a corner has been made up, the flow of purple gas to the time, has been absorbed by Lin
Hao most of the rest are wrapped in Jun Wu Ren, repair his injuries!



Boris looked at Lin Hao in disbelief, and then shouted incomparable excitement:
"Oh my God! Mr. Lin, the King of China, is too powerful!"

Inside the headset there was a brief loss of sound, then all perked up, "Are we
going to win! Kill all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill
all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them, kill
all of them, kill all of them, kill all of them. Kill them all, kill them all! King of China, you are the
strongest, I can? Lu closed the Westwood closed the intention love? Enough to feel him getting

stronger!"

"Ohhhh! We're going to win, thanks to you, King Huaxia!"

"Let my cannon fire, celebrate the victory of the King of China, Boris, well done!"
That previously serious voice also became up with a hint of softness, he also cheered, just a low
cheer ......

Just now they were too depressed, but now that the opportunity has come, he saw
the light of hope!

They are so, it is all because their confidence, under the blow of this mechanical

legion, became gone, as if back to the great battle a hundred years ago, the German chariot with
a devastating gesture, stepped over their aristocratic pride, leaving no trace ......

Boris sneered, this group of people, wallflower! No, it's not as good as a

wallflower, is forced to the top, extremely disgusting existence!



Flying high into the air, the vampire king and the black crocodile king both

involuntarily backed up, Lin Hao just glanced at the two of them.

He locked the two with a domineering gaze, signaling them to be judged, telling
them never to think of escaping!

Because his target, is high in the air that a pair of steel robots mounted with two

steel wings spraying exhaust gas, his strength is very strong, and Pope Peter fight back and forth,
he saw the same, Pope Peter in his body although the upper hand, but it is difficult to break the
defense, he also felt that Pope Peter still has his own means hidden, this is a strong man with a

very strong patience, his majesty has been provoked, but still can be in a state of rage, with a trace
of sanity!

Thousands of years of survival, possessing such wisdom?

Maybe so, after all, Lin Hao also have occasionally doubt life, thinking about the
fact that there are people who live twenty or so years, think about life, and thus feel but twenty

years old, but feel that has gone through life. After all, so many truths in the world, are written in
books, read more, they all understand, and then in the case of nothing short of the goal of life, it
began to become a little confused ......

Lin Hao also had such a confusion, that is, if he and Shen Xiyan safe and sound

together, every day in the future, then how to spend it? Traveling the world? Maybe so.

Chapter 1368

But that's all for later, the matter at hand, he felt and don't deal with it!



Flying towards the front of the Iron Wings T3000, Pope Peter's massive body
began to slowly shrink, and eventually all became not the same size as the castle walls, but a
humanoid state, and also gave up a position out of the front battlefield.

Watching this piece of Boris and other people through the surveillance screen
watching this? Closed Ai Wu Yi Lu Pao Zero Wu? picture, is also shocked beyond words!

Someone shouted with excitement: "See! See! Wow, Pope Peter gave up the front
battlefield, which means he thinks Lin Hao is more powerful than him!"

"See! I saw it! The King of China, Lin Hao, is too powerful!" Another man shouted
with unbridled excitement.

They witnessed their hope and were all in a state of exhilaration!

"Where is the Heart of Regeneration!" Lin Hao opened his mouth and wrapped the
Iron Wings T3000 with an endless pressure.

The Iron Wings T3000, only felt a feeling of bondage wrapped around him, but
his dignity told him not to give in!

This is the Chinese, he is a powerful world hegemon under the kingdom of the

people, or a powerful mechanical legion superpower, how can he bow to a Chinese people!



Only, such a spirit such a faith in his heart slowly collapsed, he felt Lin Hao's
powerful, is the kind of fear that just seeing makes people feel terrifying!

Although he felt that Lin Hao's strength is the same as his own, are T3000 level,
but for some reason, he just felt that Lin Hao is stronger than himself, and also much stronger!
This is a nameless illusion, just this illusion but deep into the hearts of people, too depressing!

"Headquarters, headquarters!" The Iron Wings T3000 was calling out for

headquarters.

"Roger Roger!" Headquarters replied.

At the same time instructed, "Iron Wings! Remember your dignity, you just
panicked, his strength is not as powerful as Pope Peter, you do not need to panic at all! Moreover,
you have to remember that you are a super warrior with strong enough defense inside the T3000
level! Even if Pope Peter blasted you with T4000 level means on top of this territory in Western

Europe, you were only slightly injured, and now that Pope Peter is back to T3000 level strength,
you don't need to panic at all! Kill this Chinese, I have sent a T4000 level super warrior to meet

you on the high seas! Once you kill him, I will try to pressure the ZF inWestern Europe and others

through the Congress! Let them give you a free pass!"

Steel Wing T3000 was already weak, but when he felt a glimmer of hope that he

could live, his whole body became wild, flapping his teeth and claws, extremely arrogant.



The mechanical devices on top of his skin were running rapidly, emitting a
rumbling sound, a smell of machinery coming to the limit of operation.

The vampire king listened to the whimpering sound of rotation, also eyelids
jumped, this M superpower, this is ready to have a fight to the death with Lin Hao ah, he and the
black crocodile king glanced at each other, the black crocodile king's scarlet eyes flashed a trace
of fear inside, the heart budding retreat occupied the whole heart, he saw clearly.

"Vampire King, at the moment this situation, I'm afraid we will definitely lose,
since the situation has come to this, this king will not be involved here." The Black Crocodile King
contracted his body and turned into a humanoid sturdy man and said in a cold voice.

The Vampire King had an angry face, he could not imagine that at this time the

Black Crocodile King was still thinking of escaping, was he not afraid that, after the Pope drew
back, he would then find an opportunity to kill him? Or did he think he could hide to the ends of

the earth? A person of such power would be watched no matter where he went! Damn it! "Black
Crocodile King, do you really think you can escape?"
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The vampire king shouted in a low voice to the black crocodile king who was about to flee. Black
Crocodile King turned back, his eyes dodging, how to say it, every person inside the scene is
stronger than him, before there is the White Bear King padding, he felt there was a glimmer of

retreat, now his own strength is the weakest, once the choice is abandoned, it is certainly their own
abandoned!

And again, before the battle against Jun Wu Regret, that is because as long as you
kill Jun Wu Regret, there is a glimmer of hope to live, now against Lin Hao, he is really no longer
a trace of fighting spirit, Lin Hao's powerful, he has seen.



A person almost as powerful as Pope Peter, in fact, they can defeat? See the black

crocodile king's eyes inside? The vampire king sneered: "Do you really think you escaped? You

can escape from Pope Peter's watchful eye? Oh, you think you can escape from Western Europe?
Let me tell you, the world's advanced biochemicals, no matter where they are, Peter and I can

sense them all! So, you have nowhere to run!"

The Black Crocodile King laughed: "Are you bluffing me? I am not the White

Bear King. The reason why you can sense the other advanced biochemicals is because they have

chips implanted inside their bodies. But what am I! I am a product of the last era, as long as I do
not appear in the European continent, even the emperor can not be sensed! Do you think I don't
know the changes of this era? Ridiculous!" The Black Crocodile King also no longer hides,
sneering to answer the Vampire King's words, the change of the times, is the sadness of the times.

This era of advanced biochemicals decline so Peter Pope has responsibility, but
the vampire king is not less responsible! He single-handedly create change biochemical human

advancement route, can be described as the extinction plan! This is an extremely crazy maniac!

Black crocodile king this does not avoid suspicion words, a stone stirred up a

thousand layers of waves.

Pope Peter also looked back, as for the vampire king long ago so extermination
plan, he was watching, this thing he thought about, and finally chose to accept by default, there is
no way, this era, no longer available for the last era of biochemical growth, the air lost a function,
this function is related to the growth of biochemicals.

Do not look at the biochemicals just need to suck the blood and a lot of meat can
grow up, but to build their abdominal structure of that place with the Eastern theology is 'demon



Dan' this thing is not difficult to converge, he himself also cultivated, but did not succeed. Of
course this is also one of the reasons why Pope Peter once watched Mohammed Katou, because
this man, with the growth method is the product of the last era! Peter was also curious as to where
exactly the vampire king had found the original mutant biochemicals from.

And the senior biochemicals who heard these words, all with faces of hatred and

anger, but they dare not speak. The sadness of the times, in their hearts is also deeply planted a

heavy seed, just this seed of hatred no matter how to germinate, are useless, as the vampire king
said, they this group of people no matter where, he and pope Peter are able to sense, and is just

now pope Peter and the vampire king two people out of the means, if they dare to resist, I'm afraid

the chip in the body will directly explode, right? It's ridiculous ......

Lin Hao did not have time to take care of this, this black crocodile king now even

think of escape, Lin Hao laughed, he can escape where to go? Ignore his existence?

See Lin Hao even arrogantly turn back, the vampire king incomparable anger,
every joint inside the body inside the mutant chip issued the maximum function, I'm afraid that

the mechanical operation of the sound more and more loud, finally, the two steel wings, like two
huge wings, but also fast-running wings, they scraped the air whirring, muffled sound more than.
Such a speed, as long as a light rubbing of the head, I'm afraid the whole neck will be directly

broken off it ......

Chapter 1370

Of course, today such an attack, in the eyes of Lin Hao, is completely worthless!

Seeing the two of them fight, the black crocodile king's mouth conspiracy cold

smile is incomparable, he looked at the vampire king, and then looked at pope Peter. From Pope



Peter's eyes, he saw endless disdain as well as outright ignorance. The Black Crocodile King was
not going to provoke Pope Peter at his own peril.

This is their emperor!

The emperor whose strength is infinite!

He and the White Bear King had the guts to start a King-Pope battle with the
Vampire King, and he now regrets it immensely, but unfortunately there's no use in regretting it!

"Black Crocodile King, why not wait and see, if the Iron Wings T3000 strong

man killed Lin Hao, we can fight with him side by side! This will also return to the previous
situation, the three of us, against one!" The Vampire King narrowed his eyes and issued a final

invitation, he kept his eyes on Pope Peter, not daring to go forward to kill the Black Crocodile

King, and nowadays he didn't dare to move at will, because he was afraid that he would get a

sneak attack from Pope Peter when he made a move against the Black Crocodile King, at that time,
it was not something he could withstand!

"To hell with it." The Black Crocodile King sneered, his intention to go has been
decided, no one? The whisker closed the grill er love Wu er cover? The law to stop him!

"Vampire King, I regret listening to your slanderous words, you damned stinking

bat, to say that everyone can advance to the pope, I really ate the loss of old time knowledge,
otherwise how could I be fooled by you? And everyone becomes the emperor, and want to break
this legend, the power of the emperor is so terrifying, and these senior biochemicals under the

scene is only so much, if the three of us all become the emperor, then who will come to help? And



who knows how many secrets are hidden behind the emperor?" The Black Crocodile King then
grunted.

At the same time, he had already withdrawn a few hundred meters back, a state
that was about to escape from within the ripples of the great war.

The bombs in the air brushed past him, the Black Crocodile King stretched out a

hand and directly squeezed it gently, the explosion fluctuations in the range of about fifty meters
rumbled and rolled, when the smoke dispersed, the Black Crocodile King stood unharmed in the
center of the missile explosion.

However is just such a scale of the bomb, but killed countless T2000 level

mechanical legion, that is to say, this bomb for the innate expert level is a fatal blow, of course,
this is in the Chinese innate expert defenseless under the sneak attack to be able to achieve a fatal
blow, if the other party does not let down their guard seriously, this bomb really can not hit each

other ......

"I'm leaving!"

The bomb is like a send-off fireworks, the black crocodile king from forward, the
bomb all the way to explode ......

Very arrogant, very arrogant, very extraordinary ......



Then, just as he was confidently preparing to leave, a voice shouted icily, "Did I

say let you go?" "What?!" The Black Crocodile King twisted his head to look at Lin Hao, who was
now fighting with the Iron Wings T3000, which was an Emperor level expert!

Just as he was shocked, Lin Hao had already accelerated at full speed and

punched fiercely, bringing a black aura with purple qi with a blast, the next moment, the
terrifying pressure collapsed space, emitting a burst of sadness, making people's scalp tingle and
their heart bolt.

"No!" Black Crocodile King roared, he immediately bestialization, huge body
instantly enlarged, with any of the body tendons, due to this rapid bestialization, resulting in cells
did not have time to occur in the correct derivation, such a brute force pull, the entire body are
pulled to spill bright red blood, pain spread to every nerve vein, Black Crocodile King pain, but
the face is still deeply awe.
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